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View the list »

This month the gallery exhibitions (http://www.examiner.com/topic/exhibitions) are all about contemporary art
and the reuse of different materials and techniques and creating new works. We've created a list of five
galleries you should visit this June. Photography (http://www.examiner.com/photography) , installation and
video, print, painting (http://www.examiner.com/topic/painting) , etching, and more are all on view at the
galleries this month.
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Dying on Stage: New Painting in New York
June 20 - July 20
This multi-artist exhibition presents the work of New York
artists Tatiana Berg, Ariel Dill, Sarah Faux, Clare Grill and
Kristina Lee, and is curated by Kyle Chayka. This
exhibition features abstract work created by each artist in a
new approach entitled “New Casualism.” Chayka writes,
"There’s a new kind of painting bubbling up out of New
York City. This new wave of painters are content to wander
freely between abstraction and figuration, pure aesthetics
and the real world, discipline and play. These are the New
Casualists: young artists who pull their aesthetic influences
as much from reality TV shows, online social networks,
and pop songs as they do art history. Their visual
vocabulary is nondiscriminatory — taking stock of the
endless, sprawling deluge of imagery presented by the
Internet, today’s painters churn up their disparate
references and influences into a fresh visual argot."

Photo: Tatiana Berg
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Jennifer Eberhart, NY Art Examiner
Jennifer has her master's in museum studies from The City College, NY, and a bachelor's
degree in communication studies and art history from Canisius College, Buffalo. She has enjoys
writing, Egyptology, art and video production. Email her at eberhartjl@gmail.com or send a
tweet to @egyptologist
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